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Warning Disclaimer
•

This presentation and any additional documents handed out at any meeting (together the “Presentation Materials”) are being supplied to you for information
purposes only by Reabold Resources Plc (the “Company” or “Reabold”) in connection with the proposed placing of new ordinary shares in the Company and
the Company’s application for admission of such shares to the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange plc. References to the Company or Reabold will also
be deemed to include its subsidiaries, both directly and indirectly held (including through nominees), all wholly owned. These Presentation Materials have been
prepared by and are the sole responsibility of the Company. The Directors of the Company have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in these
Presentation Materials are true to the best of their knowledge, information and belief. Investing in the Company may expose an individual to significant risk of
losing all of the property or other assets invested. The Presentation Materials have not been reviewed or approved by (i) the London Stock Exchange plc or by
any authority which could be a competent authority for the purposes of the Prospectus Regulation ((EU) 2017/1129) (“Prospectus Regulation”); or (ii) an
authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). The ordinary shares mentioned in these Presentation Materials
have not been and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or under any U.S. State securities laws, and
may not be offered or sold in the United States unless they are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not
subject to the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Neither the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission nor any U.S. state regulatory authority has
approved the ordinary shares to be offered or the terms of such offering or passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of the presentation and these Presentation
Materials. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence Stifel Nicolaus Europe Limited (“Stifel”), which is authorised and regulated in the United
Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) is acting on behalf of the Company and no other person (whether or not a recipient of these Presentation
Materials) and will not be responsible to any person other than the Company for providing the regulatory and legal protections afforded to its customers (as
defined by the FCA Handbook and Guidance), nor for providing advice in relation to the contents of these Presentation Materials. Stifel has not independently
verified any of the information within these Presentation Materials. Stifel shall not be liable for any direct or indirect damages, including lost profits arising in any
way from the information contained in these Presentation Materials.These Presentation Materials, being this presentation and any additional documents handed
out in the meeting, will be only addressed to and directed at persons (a) in the UK, who (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments and
are "investment professionals" within the meaning of Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as
amended) (the "Order"), or are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order and (ii) who are "Qualified Investors" (as defined in Article 2 of the
Prospectus Regulation); or (b) are otherwise persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant
persons") (“Relevant Persons”). These Presentation Materials do not constitute, or form part of, a prospectus or admission document relating to the Company,
nor do they constitute or contain any invitation or offer to any person to subscribe for, purchase or otherwise acquire any shares in the Company or advise
persons to do so in any jurisdiction, nor shall it, or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract or as any inducement to enter
into a contract or commitment with the Company. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in the
Presentation Materials or on their completeness. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by the Company as to the accuracy of the
information or opinions contained in the Presentation Materials, or any further written or oral information made available to you or your advisors, and is subject to
updating, completion, revision, amendment or verification, which may result in material changes. Any recipient of these Presentation Materials who is in any
doubt about the investment to which this presentation relates or any of the contents of these Presentation Materials should consult an authorised person
specialising in advising on investments of this kind for independent professional advice. These Presentation Materials do not constitute a recommendation
regarding the shares of the Company, and should not be construed as legal, business, tax or investment advice. Prospective investors are advised to exercise
caution and are encouraged to obtain separate and independent verification of information and opinions contained in these Presentation Materials as part of their
own due diligence. By accepting these Presentation Materials, the Recipient agrees to keep permanently confidential the information contained within it, sent
with it, or made available in connection with further enquiries. It is a condition of the issue of these Presentation Materials that they will not be reproduced,
copied, distributed or circulated to any third party, in whole or in part, or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without the express prior consent of the
Company.
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Warning Disclaimer
Neither the Company, nor its advisers accept liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from use of these Presentation Materials or
their contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. The Company, in its sole discretion, reserves the right to amend or supplement these Presentation
Materials at any time. The Company also reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate discussions with any person at any time. These Presentation Materials
are not for distribution outside the United Kingdom (save for in circumstances which fall within an exemption from registration or authorisation requirements) and in
particular, they or any copy of them should not be distributed, directly or indirectly, by any means (including electronic transmission) either to persons with addresses
in the European Economic Area, the United States of America, Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of South Africa, or to any of their citizens, nationals or
residents, or to any corporation, partnership or other entity created or organized under the laws of such jurisdictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may
constitute a violation of the laws of any such other jurisdictions. These Presentation Materials contain certain forward-looking information about the Company which
are statements, beliefs, opinions or projections that are not historical facts and include, for example, statements concerning our objectives, goals, strategies, future
events, future performance, capital expenditures, financing needs and business trends. These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of
terminology such as “proposes,” “may,” “believes,” “anticipates,” “projects,” “expects,” estimates” or “forecasts” or comparable terminology and which reflect the
Company’s or, as appropriate, the Company’s Directors current expectations and beliefs about future events. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a
number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions (particularly those which are inherent in petrochemical exploration and development activities) that could cause actual
results or events to differ materially from those expressed in such statements, beliefs and opinions depending on a variety of factors. Past performance, trends or
activities of the Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance, trends or activities. Any forward-looking information contained in these
Presentation Materials has been prepared based on a number of assumptions which may prove to be incorrect, and accordingly, actual results may vary from those
projected as a result of, among other factors, changes in economic and market conditions, changes in the regulatory environment, the results of exploration and
development drilling and related activities, and other business and operational risks. Recipients of these Presentation Materials should not place reliance on forwardlooking statements, which speak only as of the date of the Presentation Materials. The Company does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forwardlooking statements, whether because of new information, future events, circumstances or otherwise or to reflect the occurrence or non-occurrence of any events.
Please note that any photographs and images used in these Presentation Materials are illustrative and may not show Company assets / licence areas. By attending
the presentation and/or retaining these Presentation Materials you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that: (i) you are a Relevant Person
(ii) you have read and agree to comply with the contents and restrictions of this disclaimer (iii) you will use the information in these Presentation Materials solely for
evaluating your possible interest in acquiring ordinary shares of the Company and (iv) you will conduct your own analysis or other verification of the data and
information set out in these Presentation Materials and will bear the responsibility for all or any costs incurred in doing so. Solely for the purposes of the product
governance requirements contained within the FCA Handbook and in particular the Product Intervention and Product Governance Sourcebook and any other UK
domestic legislation and measures which implement EU Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments, as amended ("MiFID II") and Articles 9 and 10 of
Commission Delegated Directive (EU) 2017/593 supplementing MiFID II (together, the "UK MiFID II Product Governance Requirements"), and disclaiming all and
any liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise, which any "manufacturer" (for the purposes of the UK MiFID II Product Governance Requirements) may
otherwise have with respect thereto, the ordinary shares in the Company which are the subject of the proposed placing (the "Fundraising") have been subject to a
product approval process, which has determined that such securities are: (i) compatible with an end target market of retail investors and investors who meet the
criteria of professional clients and eligible counterparties, each as defined in UK MiFID II Product Governance Requirements; and (ii) eligible for distribution through
all distribution channels as are permitted by UK MiFID II Product Governance Requirements (the "Target Market Assessment"). Notwithstanding the Target Market
Assessment, distributors should note that: the price of the ordinary shares the subject of the Fundraising may decline and investors could lose all or part of their
investment; the ordinary shares offer no guaranteed income and no capital protection; and an investment in the ordinary shares is compatible only with investors who
do not need a guaranteed income or capital projection, who (either alone or in conjunction with an appropriate financial or other adviser) are capable of evaluating the
merits and risks of such an investment and who have sufficient resources to be able to bear any losses that may result therefrom. The Target Market Assessment is
without prejudice to the requirements of any contractual, legal or regulatory selling restrictions in relation to the Fundraising. Furthermore, it is noted that,
notwithstanding the Target Market Assessment, Stifel will only procure investors who meet the criteria of professional clients and eligible counterparties. For the
avoidance of doubt, the Target Market Assessment does not constitute: (a) an assessment of suitability or appropriateness for the purposes of the MiFID II Product
Governance Requirements; or (b) a recommendation to any investor or group of investors to invest in, or purchase, or take any other action whatsoever with respect
to the shares the subject of the Fundraising. Each distributor is responsible for undertaking its own target market assessment in respect of the shares and
determining appropriate distribution channels. Any matter, claim or dispute arising out of, or in connection with, the Presentation Materials, whether contractual or
non-contractual, is to be governed by and determined in accordance with English law, and the recipients, by accepting the Presentation Materials, agree that the
courts of England and Wales are to have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute arising out of, or in connection with, the Presentation Materials.
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Board, Management and Advisors
Stephen Williams – co CEO

Sachin Oza – co CEO

•
•

•
•

•
•

17 years’ experience in the energy sector
M&G Investments, energy investment
analyst - 2010 to 2016
Simmons & Company International, energy
investment analyst - 2005 to 2010
ExxonMobil Analyst - 2003 to 2005

•

18 years’ investment experience
M&G Investments, global Oil & Gas sector
investment analyst – 2003 to 2016
Tokyo Mitsubishi Asset Management and
JP Morgan Asset Management, investment
analyst

Jeremy Samuel Edelman – Chairman

Marcos Mozetic - NED

•

•

•

Experience includes Bankers Trust and
UBS Warburg, debt and acquisition finance
Extensive corporate finance experience cocoordinating companies’ acquisitions in the
resource sector

•
•

Former Head of Global Exploration for
Repsol
Led Repsol’s transition to best-in-class
reserve replacement metrics
Key to unlocking several globally significant
hydrocarbon plays

Mike Felton - NED

Anthony John Samaha - NED

•

•

•
•

Former Head of UK equities at M&G
Investments
Managed M&G UK Select Fund
30 years’ investment and capital markets
experience

•

Over 20 years’ experience as a Chartered
Accountant in resources development,
including with Ernst & Young
Worked with AIM-listed Equatorial Palm Oil,
Altona Energy and Braemore Resources

Peter Dolan - Advisor
•
•
•

Co-founder Fusion Oil & Gas
Co-founder Ophir Energy
Declared “Africa Oil Legend” in 2015
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Portfolio Overview
• Four distinct project areas across the UK, Romania and California
West Newton (UK)
• 56% ownership in key UK onshore project
• Reabold has a c.59% equity interest in project operator
Rathlin, which has a 66.7% WI in PEDL 183 license
• Reabold also owns a 16.7% direct interest in PEDL 183
• West Newton appraisal indicates potentially one of the
largest UK conventional onshore oil and gas
discoveries

Corallian (UK)
• 36.9% ownership of Corallian, offshore UK
• Recently awarded the Victory gas development project
• NPV10 of Victory estimated c.£31M - £54M1 net to
Reabold
• Rich portfolio of additional UK exploration prospects

Rathlin Energy /
PEDL 183
Corallian
Reabold California

Reabold California (USA)
• 50% ownership of two producing license areas in
California
• Self funded business; additional development
constrained by low oil prices in 2020
• Scope for additional drilling in 2021 subject to oil price
1Range

based on a gas price range of 42.5p per therm to 50p per therm

Danube Petroleum

Danube Petroleum (Romania)
• £5M invested to date for 50.8% ownership
• Danube holds a 100% interest in the Parta license in
Western Romania
• IM-1 well in Parta Appraisal area resulted in significant
gas discovery
• Testing of IM-1 currently paused pending technical
studies
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PEDL183 – West Newton Discovery
• PEDL 183, located near Hull on the North East
coast of England, holds the West Newton discovery

PEDL 183 – West Newton Discovery

• Two wells at West Newton confirm a major
conventional oil and gas discovery in the Kirkham
Abbey formation
• Potentially one of the largest UK onshore oil
discoveries
• Ideally located for rapid monetisation, surrounded
by oil and gas infrastructure
• Operator estimates post the drilling of the A-2 well
of gross in place volumes in the Kirkham Abbey at
146mmbbl of liquids and 212bcf of gas (base case)
to 283mmbbl and 266 bcf (best case)
• B-1 well and sidetrack (B-1Z) drilled in Q4 20, with
production tests at both the A-2 discovery and the
B-1/B-1Z well to commence shortly
• Further well (B-2) planned and permitted
5

West Newton – B-1 / B-1Z Appraisal Well
•

A-2 well was a significant discovery in the Kirkham Abbey formation, with a gross oil column of c.45m and gross gas
column of c.20m. Field further appraised with West Newton B-1 well and B-1Z sidetrack

•

Initial penetration into Kirkham Abbey ‘slope’ setting with B-1 well; proved substantial hydrocarbon column but did not
find commercial reservoir

•

Subsequent B-1Z penetration made highly encouraging Kirkham Abbey discovery with reservoir characteristics
significantly improved relative to the successful A-2 well, based on initial petrophysics

•

Petrophysical interpretation suggests B-1Z has considerably better characteristics than pre-drill expectations and
relative to the A-2 well - preference therefore to test B-1Z ahead of testing at A-2

•

B-2 well planned for H2’21 (planning permission in place); final plan to be informed by testing, but will potentially be a
deviated well within the Kirkham Abbey, to enhance productivity and flow rate

Pre B-1 Well Prognosis
West Newton
Structure
N

NNW
West Newton
A-1 and A-2 Wells

~2.5km

SSE

West Newton B-1,
B-1Z and Potential
B-2 Wells

A Wells

Kirkham Abbey
Potential B-2 Well

B Wells

A-2 Well
Visual orientation

Cadeby

B-1
B-1Z

B-1Z
encountered
high quality
KA
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Excellent Seismic Calibration across West Newton
Seismic Interpretation - B-1 / B-1Z
West Newton
Structure

W

E

N

Fordon Anhydrite
A Wells

Kirkham Abbey

Kirkham Abbey
Platform
B-1 Well Path

B Wells

Hayton Anhydrite
B-1Z Well Path

Visual orientation

Kirkham Abbey
Slope

•

West Newton B-1 originally targeted the Kirkham Abbey slope (vs A-2 which made a discovery on the platform)

•

Demonstrated hydrocarbon column of at least 118 metres, with no water contact

•

Subsequent B-1Z targeted the Kirkham Abbey on the platform, similar to A-2 but with a considerable step out to the South

•

Thick, porous reservoir section identified in both the A-2 and B-1Z wells, suggest a contiguous structure

•

B1-Z discovery both de-risks the southern part of the West Newton field and crucially supports the accuracy of the
seismic anomaly across the entire platform
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An Excellent Log Result at A-2… but even
better at B-1Z
•

A-2 well demonstrated excellent log results, however, initial petrophysical analysis suggests B-1Z is even better

•

Preference is therefore to test B-1Z ahead of testing at A-2

A-2 Well

B1-Z Well
1

Porosity
• Good contiguous
porosity throughout the
interval at B1-Z

2

Saturation

1

2

3

Depth TVD in metres

Depth TVD in metres

• Entire interval
hydrocarbon saturated

• Inferred hydrocarbon
saturations (from
resistivity logs) are
higher at B-1Z (4-5x)

1

2

3

3
Mudgas
• Higher mudgas
concentrations at B1-Z
• Excellent cuttings and
mudgas shows
• Heavier hydrocarbons
evident from 1,772m MD
at B1-Z, consistent with
A-2
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B-1Z Core Image
•

18 metres of core taken from the B1-Z
well

•

Core analysis provides confirmation of
visible fracturing / micro-fracturing

•

Further analysis (poro perm) ongoing

•

Core analysis will inform the
optimised completion programme for
the well test

•

Core analysis to date supports the
view that the B1-Z reservoir
characteristics are even better than at
A-2

Fracturing / Micro-fracturing exhibited in B-1Z Kirkham Abbey Core
360 deg. Core photos 1768.76m – 1769.76m
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Significantly De-Risked Upside Potential
•

B1-Z also de-risks additional prospectivity on the license beyond the West Newton field

•

Numerous additional leads and prospects identified across the licence

•

Additional work across licence expected following testing programme and drilling of B-2 well, including a seismic study

Kirkham Abbey Anomalies PEDL 183

West Newton A-1 & A-2
Ellerby

West Newton B-1 & B1Z
West
Newton
Swine

10

Spring
Hill

Preston Hedon
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West Newton Forward Plan
•

Two discovery wells awaiting test (A-2, B-1/B-1Z)

•

Planned to commence in February 2021 but subject to ongoing uncertainty around Covid based operational restrictions

•

Planning permission in place to drill an additional well from the B location, expected in Q3 this year

•

Exact well objectives will be determined following the testing programme

•

Updated CPR expected following the test programme in Q2/Q3

•

Additional work is underway to define further running room and subsequent targets within the wider PEDL 183 license
area

Q1 ’21

Q2 ’21

Q3 ’21

Q4 ’21

West Newton
B – 1 Test
A – 2 Test
CPR

B – 2 Well / Test
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Victory Gas Discovery – Fully Appraised
& Proceeding to Development
• Block 207/1a containing Victory awarded 100%
to Corallian, in which Reabold has a 36.9%
interest

Cartoon X-Section of the Victory Gas Field

• Victory is a simple, low-risk, gas sub-sea
tieback development to local infrastructure, fullyappraised and requiring no additional predevelopment drilling

• FDP planned for submission to the OGA by the
end of 2021, with first gas production in Q4
2024
• A 3-year gas production plateau is planned at
70 mmscf/d (11,666 boepd) from 2025,
delivering over 25 bcf per year
• Total planned gas production recovered from
the project over the 8-year field life is 154 BCF
(2C contingent resource estimated by SLR)
• A Competent Persons Report (CPR) is
expected to be completed by the end of April
2021
̶

SLR has been appointed and an interim
CPR of the resource range completed

Source: Chevron June 2018

Gross NPV10 of £85m1 - £146m2
Net NPV10 of £31m - £54m
net to Reabold’s 36.9% interest in Corallian
1. Based on gas prices of 42.5p/therm. 2. Based on historical average gas
price and base case valuation at FDP submission of 50p/therm
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Victory Gas Discovery Petrophysics
• Corallian logs calibrated with the 112
feet (34 metres) of core from wells
207/1-3 and 207/1a-5

207/1-3 Victory Discovery Petrophysics

• Discovery well 207/1-3 intersected 225
feet of Lower Cretaceous Victory
sandstones, with 190-205 feet of net
pay estimated
• The reservoir was gas bearing to base
and no fluid contacts were intersected
• Hydrocarbon saturations are calculated
to average 85% throughout the pay
section
• Effective porosities averaged 27%
throughout
the
reservoir
and
permeabilities are estimated between
400 to 4800 mD from core
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Victory Formation Seismic Line & Key Wells
• Good seismic correlation with:
̶

Top and base of Victory formation
̶

Direct hydrocarbon indicators at the inferred gas water contact
̶

Wells drilled

• Excellent seismic will further de-risk Victory development

A

Top Victory
Formation

A’
Amplitude Shut
Off/Polarity Reversal

Basement
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Potential Victory Development Scheme
GLA / Greater Laggan Area
Gas development: subsea tie-back to Sullom Voe

•

The Laggan-Tormore (Operator Total) pipeline takes unprocessed gas to the Shetland Gas Plant (SGP), located near
Sullom Voe

•

From the SGP, liquids are transported by an 8” pipeline to Sullom Voe oil processing plant, and gas is exported through
the 30” Shetland Island Regional Gas Export pipeline, a 234 km connection to the 32” Frigg UK Association line, which
carries gas to the St Fergus gas terminal and the tie-in to the National Grid

•

NGLs are extracted at St Fergus and transported to Mossmorran for fractionation
15

Danube Petroleum - Parta, Onshore Romania
• Reabold has invested £5M into Danube Petroleum
for its 50.8% equity interest

Net to Danube
49.9 bcf

Net to RBD
25 bcf

Well Cost ($M)
Development Capex ($M)
G&G
Assumed Gas Price

$5.6M
$11.7M
$0.4M
$6.2/Mbtu

$2.8M
$5.9M
$0.2M
$6.2/Mbtu

NPV10
RoR
Payback (from first gas)
NPV10/BOE

$128M
>50%
2.5 Years
$15

$64M
>50%
2.5 Years
$15

Prospective Resources

• Danube holds 100% in license in Western Romania
• Parta two well appraisal programme pre-drill 49.9
bcf1 with NPV10 of $128M (25bcf and NPV10 of
$64M net to Reabold)
• Significant gas discovery made with initial IM-1 well
• 20bcf resource estimate, with porosities in excess of
20% measured in the primary target formation

Appraisal Programme (100%)

• Initial lack of significant gas flow on test inconsistent
with observed drilling results
• Technical studies underway to determine appropriate
remedial action and way forward
• IM-2 drilling preparations significantly progressed

1Based

on ERC Equipoise Independent Experts Report;
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Reabold California
• Reabold’s 100% owned subsidiary, Reabold California, has
three licence areas:
̶

West Brentwood 50%;
̶

Monroe Swell 50%; and
̶

Grizzly Island to earn in 50% after drilling 1 well

• Five wells drilled to date, all resulting in discoveries and
brought onto production

• Self-funded business
• Production continued throughout 2020 despite low oil prices
and Covid based operational constraints in California
• Drilling of new wells on hold given Covid impact, and lower oil
price environment, with incremental investment into cost
reduction programmes
• Additional drilling targets identified, with new wells to be drilled
on self-funded basis within Reabold California
• Timing of subsequent drilling activity is subject to oil price
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Use of Proceeds
• Proposed fundraise of £5.0m - £7.5m in order to provide incremental capital, in addition to existing cash
resources, to fund:

• West Newton appraisal, including B-2 well drilling and testing
• Potential Victory gas development costs to reach FDP in late 2021
• Accelerated activity across the wider PEDL 183 licence, including seismic survey and identification
of future drilling locations (included at the higher end of the range)
• Cost contingency and general corporate purposes
• Securing funding at this time provides Reabold maximum optionality and security, and ensures no
draw-down required on equity facility

Use of Proceeds Breakdown
Activity Description

£5.0m Equity

£7.5m Equity

West Newton Planned Operations

£2.2m

£2.2m

Potential Victory Project Funding

£1.0m

£1.0m

-

£2.5m

Contingency, G&A, and Transaction Costs

£1.8m

£1.8m

Total Use of Proceeds

£5.0m

£7.5m

PEDL 183 Wider Licence Potential
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Placing Timetable and Contacts

Principal Events

Estimated Timing
25 Jan – 27 Jan 2021

Marketing
Accelerated Bookbuild Launch Announcement

4.45pm on 27 Jan 2021

Closing Announcement

Before 8am 28 Jan 2021

Trade Date

28 Jan 2021

Settlement & Admission

1 Feb 2021

Ashton Clanfield

Alex Topouzoglou

ashton.clanfield@stifel.com

alex.topouzoglou@stifel.com

+44 (0) 7418 922 762

+44 (0) 7418 922 753
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